CAN’T THINK OF A GOOD TOPIC?
LET CREDO AND SIRS RESEARCHER HELP!

To find Credo Reference from the home page, go to Choose a Database. Find Topic Pages and Concept Map are both good places to get ideas.

Go to the C list and click on Credo.
Concept Maps will show related topics and how they are connected to each other.

Topic Pages are grouped into categories, making it easy to find something you're interested in for a research project.
SIRS Researcher

From the home page, go to Find Articles > Choose a Database:

From the alphabetical list go to S > SIRS Researcher
The home page of SIRS Researcher gives the Top Ten issues plus a very long list of issues with pros and cons. Take a look at the list, and click on any one of them to get ideas for topics:

You can get lots of ideas for paper topics from both Credo and SIRS Researcher...

...and if you need help, just email AskALibrarian@National.edu